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West Africa’s oil industry struggles under US shale boom

By CHARLES LAURIE

The supply shock from surging US shale oil production is set to transform the global energy market.

While the US is expected to achieve energy self-sufficiency in the next two decades and become a net exporter
of oil and natural gas, the surge in shale production will trigger economic uncertainty for established export
partners in west Africa, particularly Nigeria and Angola. The drop in US demand could undermine the
economies of oil-dependent west African economies and will force some countries to re-orientate their export
relationships, possibly opening the region to greater Chinese influence.

US production of shale oil is booming, with crude production alone increasing by 14 percent in the 12 month
period ending in May 2013. Consequently, oil imports fell by 5 percent to a 15-year low in 2012, a trend that will increase as domestic
production ramps up. The impact of this production will be profoundly felt by Nigeria, Africa’s largest oil producer and the world’s 10th largest
oil exporter. Shale oil produced in the US possesses similar characteristics as Nigerian light sweet crude. US demand for Nigerian oil will be
reduced and may fall to zero by the end of 2013 as US buyers opt for more convenient and reliable domestic sources.

Oil export-dependent west African countries are particularly vulnerable to a drop in US demand. Nigeria relied on crude exports for 95 percent
of its foreign currency and for an estimated 79 percent of government revenue in 2012. The lack of diversification leaves the country
susceptible to shifts in the energy sector. Already Nigeria’s production figures in 2013 are below forecasts, due in part to annual US crude
imports from Nigeria falling by 36 percent over the 12 month period ending in June 2013. This vulnerability is shared, for example, by Angola,
whose government in 2011 gained 98 percent of its revenue from oil exports.

 Meanwhile, attacks on oil infrastructure in the Niger Delta, corruption, theft from pipelines, and maintenance problems underscore the value
for investors of sourcing from more stable suppliers. Surging production in established economies will mean that higher risk environments –
such as in the conflict-ridden Niger Delta or other areas in west Africa where infrastructure costs, political uncertainty, and supply disruptions
raise challenges – become less attractive for investors. However, a reduction in US consumption of west African oil will come at the cost of a
fall in US political influence over the region at a time when global interest in African minerals is on the increase.

 To counter this drop in US demand, west African producers are seeking new markets in Asia. Strong growth in eastern markets has meant
that excess supply may be absorbed, although the light sweet crude produced in Nigeria is not widely processed in Asian refineries and
shipping costs remain high, forcing Nigeria to lower prices. China, therefore, may exert greater economic influence over the region,
particularly when bargaining for favourable infrastructure development and extractives concessions.

 The critical question is not whether there is a market for west African oil but what price it will fetch. Some estimates forecast that the crude oil
price may fall as low as $50 a barrel by 2020, down from $108 today. This could have major implications for non-diversified developing
economies that rely on oil exports, and on the prospect of exploration in Cameroon, Gabon, Liberia and Sierra Leone.

 These countries may face real challenges balancing their budgets, maintaining political stability and quelling social unrest if expectations for
social benefits from oil revenue are unmet. The promise of improvements in livelihoods from extractives resources means that politicians face
pressure to maintain social spending despite revenue shortfalls, potentially leading to greater borrowing and unsustainable economic
policies. Unmet social demands can also translate into calls for nationalisation, as in the mining sector in South Africa. This places pressure
on political leaders to find viable alternative energy markets in the face of decreasing US demand.

 The US shale boom is set to redraw the map of global oil supply and distribution, with critical implications for developing economies in west
Africa that remain almost totally dependent on oil exports. In the face of a possible surplus of hydrocarbons on the global market by 2020, the
question will be to what extent west African producers can remain competitive and diversify sufficiently to offset lower crude prices in order to
maintain the expected levels of social spending needed to offset economic uncertainty and potential unrest.

Dr Charles Laurie is head of the Africa practice at Maplecroft, the risk analysis company
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